**Consumer Cosmetics**

- Cosmetic brand owners want packaging to differentiate their products and meet quickly changing consumer demand.
- Cosmetic packaging is a technically challenging and highly regulated market making development of innovative materials difficult.
- Teel is the right partner to ensure that your packaging meets all regulatory requirements. Teel’s Analytical Laboratory can even perform analysis on formulations to ensure weight loss requirements are met.

---

**Ask About TEEL Team 6**

- Accelerate your development by engaging with an outside team of multidisciplinary experts.
- Identify the best solutions and production-ready developments.
- Multi-year agreements with shared intellectual property focused on long-term project success.
- Building our success together.

---

**CONTACT**

**Teel Headquarters**

1060 Teel Court Baraboo, WI 53913

Customer Service (608) 355-4625

[www.teel.com](http://www.teel.com)
We do development differently.

Looking for a supplier that can co-develop solutions and meet your challenges?
See why Teel is the right partner!

About Teel

• We can provide cosmetic customers with a Full Service Solution including machining, decorating, regulatory, analytical testing, and assembly.

• We can also assist with transferring production to the United States by providing assembly and decorating services for injection molded and extruded products.

• Our Full Service Solution allows us to provide products that you only need to fill and provide final packaging before sale, providing you with a more nimble supply chain.

Product Specifications

Materials include:

• AES
• PS
• COC
• CAB
• PP
• Natural Fiber Blends
• Foamed Blends

Product Sizes Include:

• OD from 7.7-11.7 mm
• Lengths from 80-190 mm

Regulations:

• EU 10/2011
• REACH
• FDA
• Customer Black List
• Many more...

Injection Molding Materials:

• POM
• PP
• COC
• PETG
• PMMA
• ABS
• Many more...